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In this paper, we describe an extension to the UML-Guide for model driven navigation design
of Semantic Web applications. The UML-Guide is used to specify platform independent navi-
gation guides in web applications. We describe an OWL model for state machines which serves
as a metamodel for semantic web descriptions of the navigation guides on the Semantic Web.
Following the MDA approach, a state machine model of such navigation guide is generated
from the UML state diagrams. The possible applications of such generated state machines are
also discussed.

1 Introduction

The Semantic Web is treated as a next generation of the Web where “a well-defined
meaning is given to information provided, better enabling computers and people to
work in cooperation”1. Several technologies have been developed for shaping and
describing the Semantic Web like RDF/Sa and its extensions like OWLb to define
metadata schemas, domain ontologies and resource descriptions. Other technologies
are provided for describing computing resources for accessing and processing the
information (resources, metadata) on the Semantic Web like OWL-Sc.

Recently, a big attention has been paid to develop a Semantic Web for informa-
tion from user point of view; e.g. describing Semantic Web of web pages, learning
objects, medical information and so on. To benefit from such information infrastruc-
ture, applications have to be developed to provide access to, to process, and to handle
information on the (parts of) Semantic Web. The applications which process certain
information on the Semantic Web can be considered as components which might
be suitable for reuse in other applications. They are usually described in different
design views such as those in the Unified Modelling Language (UML).

Several upper-level ontologies have been developed in the area of computer sci-
ence and software engineering to describe such design views (e.g. entity-relationship
model2 for static aspects or various flavors of state machines like the state charts3

for dynamic aspects). Such ontologies are used as web application design languages
in methodologies like OOHDM4, W20005, UWE 6, WebML 7, UML extension
for web engineering8, and DEAHE9,10. The designs modelled in those languages
describe the software artifacts used in web applications; i.e. they can be seen as
semantic descriptions of the artifacts. To establish the semantic web of such arti-

ahttp://www.w3.org/RDF/
bhttp://www.w3.org/2001/sw/WebOnt/
chttp://www.daml.org/services/owl-s/1.0/
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facts, the semantic web representation of the upper-level ontologies used to describe
their designs has to be developed. The transformations from those languages to their
semantic web representation have to be studied as well. Such descriptions may con-
tribute to better searchability of computation units (components) on the web and as
such contribute to their better (re-)use.

Object Management Group (OMG)d has introduced the Model Driven Architec-
ture (MDA) 11 as a promising approach to deal with transformations from platform
independent models to platform specific implementations of applications. In this
paper, we report on the UML-Guide12 method extended for the Semantic Web ap-
plications following the MDA principle. We use the UML-Guide to specify platform
independent guides (browsing trails) through information. We have developed the
Semantic Web representation of the state machines as the platform specific model
suited for the Semantic Web. We take advantage of the XML serialization of both
models. The UML models are represented in the OMG XML Metadata Interchange
(XMI). The W3C Resource Description Format (RDF) and Web Ontology Language
(OWL) provide their XML serializations as well. Therefore, the W3C eXtensible
Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) can be employed to generate the Se-
mantic Web representations of the state machine out of the XMI. Such an approach
provides us with following advantages:

• A designer benefits from broadly adopted UML state machines used in many
areas of software and web engineering;

• Semantic Web applications benefit from domain specific interpreters and rea-
soners of state machines which might be introduced independently of our ap-
proach as the operational semantics of the state machines is one of the standard
models of computation;

• Model driven architecture provides us with a standard way to deal with trans-
formations from domain independent to implementation specific Semantic Web
models.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 illustrates a scenario
about application of the OWL state machines in a distributed web service based en-
vironment. An overview of the UML-Guide can be found in sec. 3. A Semantic Web
metamodel for the state machines is discussed in sec. 4. MDA view on a transfor-
mation from the UML state diagrams to the OWL based state machines is provided
in sec. 5. Section 6 discusses possible usage scenarios of the approach. A discussion
on related work is provided in sec. 7. The paper concludes with summary and some
remarks on further work (sec. 8).

dhttp://www.omg.org
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Figure 1. An example architecture that shows client applications interpreting a state machine which me-
diates an access to information.

2 Sample Scenario

To motivate our approach we refer to an example scenario depicted in Fig. 1. The
state machine represented in OWL is interpreted by client applications. Some appli-
cations (as in case of applications at the PDA) may be able to deal just with current
state and events. Those applications forward events raised by user interaction to the
mediator and accept the state changes. Mediator is responsible for processing or
forwarding the operation calls to other web service providers.

Another kind of application may be able to interpret the whole state machine
and to handle web service calls at their site (as in the case of applications at the
notebook). Those applications download a state machine from the mediator and
then interact directly with the remote web services. The services can in addition
customize information for example according to a user role within a company or
device used (e.g. PDA, Laptop, Tablet PC).

Different states represent different chunks of information on a user trail which
might reside on different sites. The sites provide access to their databases through
defined interfaces provided as web services. In our case we refer to accounting, prod-
ucts and employees with their tasks databases as they are related to our application
scenario for the UML-Guide specification later in this paper. The mediator and client
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applications follow the side effect actions of user triggered events and transform op-
eration calls used in those actions into web service calls.

Such semantic model of state machine (or computation of user trails) can be
exposed further to Semantic Web search or web service registries. The semantic
model provides an information about higher level interactive services which might
be used for search criteria. Web application designer can thus better shape his queries
to find particular component needed for his web application.

In the following we will concentrate on how we adapted the UML-Guide method
to design navigation trails which can be transformed into owl representation of the
state machine.

3 UML-Guide Overview

UML State diagrams are used in UML-Guide for modelling the user navigation in
a hypertext. Eachstaterepresents the production of a given information chunk on
the device observed by a user, and each statetransition represents an event caused
by user interaction that leads to the production of a new chunk of information. State
diagrams therefore provide an abstraction ofhypertext trails, where each trail can be
adapted by taking into account the user background, level of knowledge, preferences
and so on12.

Atomic states can be grouped intosuperstates. States usually refer to concepts
of an application domain.Parallel substatesrepresent information chunks to be pre-
sented simultaneously.Fork andjoin pseudostates are used respectively for splitting
and joining computations and enabling parallelism. TheSyncStatepseudostate is
used for synchronizing substates of parallel regions.

Transitions represent active interconnections between information chunks.
Eventsraise transitions in a state machine; they include user-generated or system-
generated events, and the latter include time events.Guardscan be used to constrain
transitions by adaptation rules. Usually, they consist of a predicate over user profile
attributes or context information.

Actionscan be assigned to transitions and states. The side effect actions of a
transition are performed after the transition is raised and before entering a state. Such
side effect actions can for example modify a user profile, or the choice of presentation
styles for a given chunk of information. Actions can also process parameters used in
transition guards. Side effect actions, as well as adaptation rules, can be assigned to
entry, exit, anddoactions of states.

Tagged valuesare domain-specific properties used to extend the semantics of
elements in UML diagrams. These values can refer, for example, to concepts of the
structural model of the application domain, or to specific terminologies which might
be useful to identify additional navigation requirements.

Figure 2 depicts an excerpt of state diagram representing a navigation model for
account managers and product managers of a CRM application. The diagram rep-
resents one use case: browsing daily assets. Each day, an account manager looks
for accounts to contact in order to provide them a support. The application provides
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Figure 2. An excerpt of navigation model for browsing assets in a CRM application.

a view on a list of the accounts (theAccountNameIndex state). He can browse
into account details if he needs them in communication with account representa-
tives (theAccountDetails state). As the details should be displayed simulta-
neously with the list of accounts, two concurrent regions are depicted in the model.
They are synchronized on click based on an account identifier taken from the record
which was clicked (the transition from theAccountNameIndex state raised by
theDetails(AccId) event). To better support a customer, he can browse details
about products soled, problems reported and so on (theProducts state collapsed
due to space limitations). Product managers start with products they have to support
with summary of accounts which have bought the products.

4 Semantic Web Model for State Machines

Semantic Web meta model for state machines can be described in RDFS or OWL.
RDFS is sufficient when we need to express classes and relations. The model de-
fines a language for expressing concrete state machines. OWL also provides us with
possibility to express constrains posed on those language elements.

We have developed an OWL ontology for state machines. Figure 3 shows an
excerpt of the Semantic Web state machine metamodele visualized using OntoViz
plugin for protegef . State can beComposite , Simple , Initial , Final , and
Pseudostate similarly to the metamodel of the UML. Each state can haveEntry
andExit actions. The fact that composite state is a container for other states is

efor details visithttp://www.l3s.de/˜dolog/fsm/
f http://protege.stanford.edu/
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Figure 3. An excerpt of OWL model of transition in a state machine.

reflected by a property which refers to multipleStateMachineElement -s. The
composite state can be a region or concurrent. This fact is represented by two boolean
propertiesisConcurrent andisRegion . SynchState has an integer param-
eter which reffers to a difference between number of times an incomming and out-
going transition from theSynchState is fired.

Transition -s are connected to their states through theirTarget and
Source properties. However, there are restrictions which restrict values of the
source and target properties. A target of transition is aState different from
Initial . A source of transition is aState different fromFinal . Transitions
cannot connect regions. The restrictions are rendered as rectangles in fig. 3 as they
generate new anonymous classes different from those modelled explicitly. Each tran-
sition can have aGuard which has anEvent , Condition , andAction .

The OWL provides its RDF/XML bindings as an exchange format. Fig-
ure 4 depicts an excerpt of the XML serialization of the OWL model defining the
Transition class. The description shows a restrictedTarget property which
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<owl:Class rdf:ID="Transition">
<rdfs:subClassOf>

<owl:Restriction>
<owl:allValuesFrom>

<owl:Class>
<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">

<owl:Class>
<owl:complementOf>

<owl:Class rdf:about="#Initial"/>
</owl:complementOf>

</owl:Class>
<owl:Class>

<owl:complementOf>
<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about=
"#isRegion"/>

</owl:onProperty>
<owl:hasValue
rdf:datatype="XMLSchema:boolean">
true
</owl:hasValue>

</owl:Restriction>
</owl:complementOf>

</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#State"/>

</owl:intersectionOf>
</owl:Class>

</owl:allValuesFrom>
<owl:onProperty>

<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#Target"/>
</owl:onProperty>

</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
...

</owl:Class>

Figure 4. An excerpt of RDF/XML bindings of the OWL model for the Transition class.

can hold the instances of theState class different from instances of theInitial
class and the instances having theisRegion property true.

5 MDA view on transformation in the UML-Guide

The main idea of MDA is based on a well-known principle of separating the system
operation specification from the details of system implementation11. The system
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Figure 5. A MDA view on transformation from the UML state diagrams to Semantic Web state machines.

operation is specified as a platform independent model. The platform independent
model is transformed to a model suited for particular platform utilizing a transfor-
mation which adds platform specific extensions based on the platform model.

The UML-Guide approach relies on the UML state machines as the platform
independent model for navigation trails in web applications. The platform specific
model is presented as the OWL Semantic Web metamodel for state machines. The
transformation defines mappings from the UML state machine metamodel elements
to the state machine ontology classes. A diagram showing the process of transfor-
mation from the UML state diagrams (source language) to the Semantic Web state
machines (target language) is depicted in figure 5. We use XML serialization in
both cases — XMI in case of the UML and XML serialization of OWL — thus the
transformation can be defined in XSLT.

For the implementation experiments we used commercial tool Poseidong to pro-
duce XMI representation of the UML-Guide navigation models. The instance of state
machine described in the OWL is then generated through a transformation method,
whose input is the state diagram encoded in XMI as produced by Poseidon.

Figure 6 depicts an excerpt of the generated OWL instance from the UML state
diagram. TheAccount composite state has two parallel regions each serving as
a container forAccountNameIndex andAccountDetails . The two simple
states point to the entry actions used to instantiate content. Other elements from
figure 2 are transformed similarly.

6 Discussion

The generated Semantic Web annotations may serve as an input for already existing
tools used to interpret and reason over the OWL or RDF based annotations. The

ghttp://www.gentleware.com/
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Figure 6. An OWL instance of state machine generated from the UML diagram.

model can be used in protegeh to derive additional information by using reasoners
connected with the OWL plugins. The Semantic Web model of state machines can be
used in Semantic Web based eLearning systems similarly as we used UML-Guide
method for modelling specific personalized eLearning curricula13. The Personal
Reader14 can take advantage from particular guides through additional resources
generated from Semantic Web. The TRIPLE15, a query and transformation lan-
guage for the Semantic Web, can be used to reason over the state machine model
and to provide additional transformations for example in the context of the Personal
Learning Assistant16 where it can be used to specify a learning path. The TRIPLE
views can be used also as information sources for content being displayed in partic-
ular state when user enters the state. The Semantic Web models can also be exposed
in the Edutella17 P2P infrastructure for sharing resources on the Semantic Web.

hhttp://protege.stanford.edu/
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7 Related Work

Besides classical model-driven development of Web applications18,19,20,4, we
would like to point especially to those which already considered Semantic Web ori-
ented extensions. OOHDM was discussed in the light of the Semantic Web descrip-
tion formats. OOHDM primitives for conceptual and navigation models have been
described as DAML classes and RQL queries21. The RDF and RDFS was employed
in an extensible web modelling framework22. The RDFS is used to define web
schemata as vocabulary for web application descriptions. Such descriptions are then
converted into web application implementation related technologies. The HERA23

methodology is an RMM24 based methodology extended for adaptive web-based
application engineering. It uses Semantic Web description formats for models repre-
sentation. Our approach is based on transformation from platform independent UML
models to Semantic Web specific formats to provide complemental operational view
on Semantic Web application.

The UML-Guide was already used together with two platforms: web sites12

and WebML platform13 where a model driven approach has been followed.

8 Conclusions and Further Work

In this paper we described an OWL ontology for state machines we have developed.
We described how to get the OWL based state machine annotations for Semantic
Web applications using the UML-Guide method. Additional generator has been in-
troduced in the UML-Guide to generate such Semantic Web state machines to pro-
vide additional view for interpreters and reasoners for Semantic Web.

In our further work we would like to concentrate on experiments with opera-
tions used as side effect actions in the state diagrams. The web service interfaces
mentioned in the motivation scenario in sec. 2 might vary. We would like to investi-
gate design approaches to handle those variabilities and how they influence genera-
tors. We also would like to incorporate Semantic Web oriented view to other models
considered in DEAHE to provide further information about existing software com-
ponents on the semantic web.
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